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1. Introduction

The problems concerning the distribution of goods between depots and final users are known as Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP). Dantzig & Ramser (1959) introduced VRP. The authors described a real world application and proposed the first mathematical programming formulation and algorithmic approach for the solution of the problem.

Let $G = (V, A)$ is a graph where $V = \{v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_n\}$ is a vertex set and $A = \{(v_i, v_j) : v_i, v_j \in V, i \neq j\}$ is an arc set. $v_0$ represents depot and $v_i$ represents customers.

Every customer has a nonnegative demand $q_i$.

VRP consist of finding a collection of vehicle routes with minimum cost such that (1) each route starts and end at the depot, (2) each customer is visited exactly once by one vehicle, (3) the total demand of each route does not exceed vehicle capacity, (4) the total duration of each route (including travel and service times) does not exceed a present limit, (5) the total routing cost is minimized. Typical applications of VRP are solid waste collection, street cleaning, school bus routing, transportation of handicapped persons etc.

Variants of VRP, which have some extensions on basic VRP, are given in Figure 1 (Toth & Vigo, 2002).

In vehicle routing problems with pick up and delivery (VRPPD) every customer has two demands as pick up demand ($p_i$) and delivery demand ($d_i$). Delivery demand refers to amount of goods transporting from depot to customer, pickup demands refers to amount of goods transporting from customer to depot. VRPPD is classified into three groups due to servicing delivery and pick up demands as

- Delivery first- pickup second,
- Mixed pickups and deliveries,
- Simultaneous pickups and deliveries.

Delivery first- pickup second VRPPD: Customers are visited more than once. Goods are transported from depot to delivery customers then pick up customers are visited and goods are transported back to the depot. There is precedence between delivery and pick up customers.
Fig. 1. The basic problems of the VRP

Mixed pickups and deliveries VRPPD: There is not precedence between delivery and pick up customers in. Delivery demand and pick up demands is serviced in a mixed sequence. Customers are visited more than once.

Simultaneous pickups and deliveries VRPPD: Delivery and pick up demand are serviced simultaneously (this problem is denoted as VRPSPD). Customers are visited only once. VRPSPD is NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem as it is a version of VRP. VRPSPD consists of finding a set of routes such that,

- Each route starts and ends at the depot,
- Each customer is visited by one vehicle,
- Pick up and delivery demands are totally satisfied,
- Through the route load of vehicle does not exceed vehicle capacity,
- Total cost is minimized.

VRPSPD is encountered in real life. In the soft drink industry full bottles are transported from depot to markets, empty bottles are returned back to the depots in the grocery industry goods flow from depot to market while outdated products flow to depots are examples for VRPSPD.

VRP classified into two groups considering properties of vehicles as capacity, fixed and variable cost. If all vehicles have same capacity, variable and fixed cost values this problem is called as homogeneous VRP; otherwise, means one or more of these properties are different for a vehicle, problem is known as heterogeneous VRP (HVRP).

In the literature, three HVRP versions have been studied. The first one was introduced by Golden, in which variable costs are uniformly given over all vehicle types with the number of available vehicles assumed to be unlimited for each type. This version is also called the vehicle fleet mix (VFM), the fleet size and mix VRP or the fleet size and composition VRP.
The second version considers the variable costs, dependent on vehicle type, which is neglected in the first version. This version is the one dealt with in this paper, and referred to as the HVRP, the VFM with variable unit running costs or the mix fleet VRP. The third one, called the VRP with a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles or heterogeneous fixed fleet VRP, generalizes the second version by limiting the number of available vehicles of each type (Choi & Tcha, 2007).

2. Literature review of VRPSPD

VRPSPD was introduced by Min (1989). He proposed an algorithm for transportation of books between libraries, with one depot, two vehicles and 22 customers. His algorithm is based on cluster first-route second approach. Dethloff (2001) proposed mathematical formulation for the problem and also he develops an insertion-based heuristic to solve the problem. The insertion criterion takes into account three metrics: travel distance, residual capacity, and radial surcharge. Nagy & Salhi (2005) presented a number of heuristics for vehicle routing problem with picks up and deliveries, which are capable of solving both VRPSPD, and mixed VRPPD. Bianchessi & Righini (2007) presented and compare performance of constructive algorithms, local search and tabu search algorithms. Tang Montane & Galvao (2006) proposed a mathematical formulation and a tabu search algorithm, which is intensified and diversified by the use of frequency penalization scheme for VRPSPD. Zachariadis et al. (2009a) proposed a hybrid metaheuristic approach based on tabu search and guided local search. Gajpal & Abad (2009) presented an ant colony system algorithm for VRPSPD. Ai & Kachitvchyanukul (2009) proposed mathematical formulation and a particle swarm optimization algorithm for VRPSPD. The formulation is generalizations of mathematical formulation of VRPSPD literatures Min, Dethloff, Tang and Galvao. Chen & Wu (2006) proposed a hybrid metaheuristic method based on record-to-record travel tabu list and route improvements routines. Zachariadis et al. (2009b) presented an adaptive memory programming methodology algorithm for the VRPSPD.

3. Decision support systems

The limitations of OR algorithms alone to fully meet the needs of business decision-makers became obvious in a number of fields and this led to the development of the concept of a DSS. A Decision Support System (DSS) assists management decision making by combining data, sophisticated analytical models and tools, and user-friendly software into a single powerful system that can support semi structured or unstructured decision making. The main purpose of DSS is not to make a decision but to assist making a decision. Power (2001) has presented an expanded decision support system framework containing the model driven DSS, data driven DSS, communications-driven DSS, document driven DSS and web-based DSS. Model-driven DSS emphasizes access to and manipulation of financial, optimization and/or simulation models. Model-driven DSS use limited data and parameters provided by decision makers to aid decision makers in analyzing a situation (Power, 2002). Data-driven DSS emphasizes access to and manipulation of a time-series of internal company data and sometimes external and real-time data. Communications-driven DSS use network and communications technologies to facilitate decision-relevant collaboration and communication (Power, 2002). Document-driven DSS uses computer storage and processing
Decision Support Systems, Advances in technologies to provide document retrieval and analysis. Knowledge-driven DSS can suggest or recommend actions to managers. These DSS are person-computer systems with specialized problem-solving expertise (Power, 2002). Power (1998) defined a Web-based decision support system as a computerized system that delivers decision support information or decision support tools to a manager or business analyst using a “thin-client” Web browser like Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer.

In our chapter, we will use model-driven DSS and interfaces are written in Visual Basic 6.0, and computations are executed by a program coded in C++ 6.0. This DSS provides the user a simple data entry and result processing environment.

4. The illustrative applications for DSS

The applications related to the use of DDS with homogenous fleet VRPSPD and heterogeneous fleet VRPSPD are included in this chapter.

4.1. DSS for homogeneous fleet VRPSPD

Same or different vehicle characteristics in VRP define a new VRP. Homogeneous fleet VRP is the VRP adopted in case the vehicles have the same capacity, fixed and variable costs. Since NP-hard structure of VRP and variance of its vehicle characteristics make this structure more complex, generally homogeneous structure is studied in the literature.

Application 1: A decision support system application, which is based on simultaneous pickup and delivery vehicle routing models for transporting the domestic transfer demands reported to the Transportation Command (Gencer & Yavaş, 2007).

Within the Transportation Command, seven permanent shuttle routes are assigned in nationwide and, the weekly transportation service on these routes is organized. Assigned permanent shuttle routes are as follows:

1. Shuttle A (1860 km.)
2. Shuttle B (2030 km.)
3. Shuttle C (824 km)
4. Shuttle D (1920 km.)
5. Shuttle E (1570 km)
6. Shuttle F (1550 km.)
7. Shuttle G (983 km)

Present Condition

The route of shuttle and the number of routes are established in time considering the need. This number is not questioned scientifically. While assigning the routes, it is regarded to have a factory command on each of the routes; however, the amount of demand is not taken into evaluation. Routes to be followed are permanent; demands are variable. Consequently, routes should change according to the varying demands.

Suggested DSS

The aim of this application is to maintain the VRP 2.0 route program decision support system, which would minimize the distance travelled for shuttle tours and the number of vehicles to be used. The software is developed on the basis of the mathematical model of Dethloff (Dethloff, 2001). Dethloff’s algorithm is an insertion basis heuristic algorithm. Transportation Command aims to ensure a safe transportation at a minimum cost.
Problem Assumptions

Demands are known beforehand (before the vehicles start their routes)
Demands are covered from one depot.
Depot is the starting and final point of every vehicle.
No transportation is made between the points on the route.
Pick-up and delivery demands of every customer are serviced simultaneously
Each customer should be visited for once.
There are enough vehicles for transportation.
DSS main components of VRP 2.0 Route program are shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. DSS's Main Components of the VRP 2.0 Route Program

VRP2.0 program is composed of two interfaces, which enable to find the shortest routes and to computerize the routes. The first interface is the interface into which data and calculation criteria are entered. The amount of supply to be delivered to and picked-up from the provinces and capacity of vehicle to be used are entered into this interface. In the program, there are boxes for the vehicles with a capacity of $15m^3$, $30m^3$, $45m^3$, $60m^3$. While different capacities are defined for the vehicles, homogeneous fleet vehicles are used. Considering the possible use of different vehicles in future, the choice of “other” is added which enables manual entry into the system. During data entry, the program automatically collects delivery and pick-up amounts that have been entered till “load to be delivered” and “load to be picked-up” boxes. GAMA and LAMDA values, which show the penalty and bonus coefficients, are entered in the form of 0 and 1. After all data and calculation criteria are entered; calculation button is pushed and calculation process starts. The calculation interface of the program is given in Figure 3. When the calculation process is completed, the results are displayed in the final interface shown in Figure 4. This interface presents the number of routes and the provinces creating the route respectively, the length of that route and the information of the total amount of load to be delivered and picked-up on the route;
Fig. 3. Computation Interface of the VRP 2.0 Program

```
ROUTE 1: ANKARA-66**USAK-64**ISPARTA-32**EÜDUR-16**YANTALYA-07**DENIZLI-20**MUGLA-48**AYDIN-08**IZMIR-35**MANISA
ROUTE DISTANCE: 2929 km
AMOUNT OF DELIVERED LOAD: 100
AMOUNT OF PICKED-UP LOAD: 96

ROUTE 2: ANKARA-06**Eskişehir-25**MALATYA-44**ELAZIG-23**SINOP-12**DIYARBAKIR-21**BATMAN-72**SIIRT-56**SIŞLİ-13**
ROUTE DISTANCE: 4757 km
AMOUNT OF DELIVERED LOAD: 96
AMOUNT OF PICKED-UP LOAD: 100

ROUTE 3: ANKARA-06**NEYSEHIR-50**NINGDE-51**KAYSERI-30**OSMANİYE-60**KARATAY-31**KIRSEHIR-79**GAZIANTEP-27**KMARAS-46**
ROUTE DISTANCE: 3615 km
AMOUNT OF DELIVERED LOAD: 52
AMOUNT OF PICKED-UP LOAD: 50

ROUTE 4: ANKARA-06**KIRIKALE-71**YOZGAT-56**KİREŞİHİR-40**AKŞARAY-68**ADANA-01**İÇEL-33**KARAMAN-70**KONYA-42**
ROUTE DISTANCE: 2765 km
AMOUNT OF DELIVERED LOAD: 57
AMOUNT OF PICKED-UP LOAD: 50

Total Route Distance: 14068 km

Optimal Lambda: 0.675000
Optimal Gamma: 0.500000
```

Fig. 4. Conclusion Interface of the VRP2.0 Program
moreover the total length of all routes and the penalty and bonus coefficients related to the routes. When double-clicked, any of the lines in the final interface is displayed in a message box format. Figure 5, for instance, shows which provinces are involved in the first route respectively. First route is: Ankara - Uşak - Isparta - Burdur - Antalya - Denizli - Muğla - Aydın - İzmir - Manisa - Balıkesir - Çanakkale - Edirne - Kırklareli - Tekirdağ - İstanbul - Bursa - Yalova - Kocaeli - Sakarya - Düzce - Bolu - Ankara.

In VRP2.0 software, interfaces are derived by visual basic 6.0 programming language; calculations are derived via a program that is coded in C++ 6.0 language.

![Route Message Box of the VRP2.0 Program](image)

**Fig. 5. Route Message Box of the VRP2.0 Program**

### 4.2 DSS for heterogeneous fleet VRPSPD

Although it is encountered frequently in theory, vehicle fleets of application are generally heterogeneous rather than homogeneous. In other words; vehicle fleets are composed of vehicles with different capacity, fixed and variable costs or specific containers. Consequently; in real life applications, heterogeneous fleet vehicle routing problems are encountered. However; since the resolution of heterogeneous fleet VRP is difficult, it is not regarded as an issue to be studied by the researchers. Therefore, only limited numbers of studies have been conducted on this issue to date.

Application 2: A decision support system application which is based on heterogeneous fleet vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pick up and delivery for transporting the domestic transfer demands reported to the Transportation Command (Özkütük, 2008). In addition to the assumptions in Application 1, the assumptions below are defined.

- There is no heterogeneous vehicle fleet in depot
- Every type of vehicle in depot is restricted.
- Fixed and variable costs of every type of vehicle are variable and different from each other.

Flowchart diagram for Application 2 is shown in Figure 6.

“Calculate all combinations of the vehicles in each route” box in Figure 6 is a result of heterogeneous VRP of problem. The third type heterogeneous fleet VRP “the number of vehicles from every type is restricted and every type of vehicle has a different cost”, which is identified in literature, was studied during the study. Determining the proposed algorithm vehicle fleet compound is developed on the basis of Taillard’s (1996) algorithm and, comparison of costs method is applied.
Fig. 6. Flowchart of proposed algorithm
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The DSS interfaces related to the problem was prepared using Visual Basic 6.0 and the computation algorithm is coded using C++. The program has two main interfaces; the first one is where the data is entered and the second one is where results are presented. The input interface is where data and calculation criteria is entered by the user. Here, delivery and pick up nodes are determined preliminarily, and pick up and delivery demand of each customer is entered. Total delivery demand and total pick up demand are computed automatically as the data is entered. In capacity option, numbers of each vehicle type, capacity, fixed and variable cost of each vehicle are entered. If total delivered and total picked up load is more than vehicle capacity, a warning with red character as “total vehicle capacity is not enough” is written in Route Information option and program does not carry on calculation. After entering material and vehicle information, penalty and bonus coefficients gamma and lambda respectively, which are between 0 and 1 are entered in computation coefficient option. Clicking computation button starts the calculation. In order to avoid repetitive data entry by the user if repeating material transfers exist, two buttons namely “Save” and “Load” is located at the program menu. After entering the data using “Save” button all transfer information is registered and “Load” button may be used to call same data to the program. Input interface of the program is given in Figure 7.

![Fig. 7. Decision Support System Input Interface](image)

While “computation” button is used, if the depot is not chosen a warning message as given in Figure 8.

When calculation is finished, an interface, where routes are shown on an output interface, where details of the route is given in Figure 9. Routes, vehicle types used in route, total distance, total cost and amount of picked up and delivered load are given in output interface.
5. Conclusion

Model-oriented DSS was proposed for the solution of homogeneous and heterogeneous fleet VRPSPD encountered in real life situations.

DSS is a system which enables better understanding of the data about the decision; gives support to decision-maker in establishing more effective decision options and determining the alternatives and; increases the possibility of making the right decision. Mainly DSS constitutes a scientific environment which the decision maker uses and analyzes as he wants and which gives the opportunity to make the decision in a more informed way about the conditions requiring decision making.

VRPSPD are the problems in which delivery and pick-up demands of customers are covered simultaneously along the route. So the customers are visited only for once. VRPSPD are applied in real life in cargo firms; delivery of milk/soda/coke/beer and the empty bottle pick up; delivery and pick up of the personnel to stations in the firms working on shift basis; domestic or local medication delivery and the expired medication pick up; goods delivery and defective or recycle supply pick up from factories to main dealer or from main dealer to small dealers; and sending the required blood from blood centers to hospitals and transferring the donated blood to blood centers. As understood from the application fields, VRPSPD is used in both service and production systems.

The components need to be known are the order of the delivery and pick up points (by considering the extent of vehicle capacity), where delivery and pick up process is carried out; the number of the vehicle characteristics to be used; their intersected distance; and related costs. In the places where the identified duties are performed regularly, delivery and pick up activities might show repetition from the monthly-weekly-daily or within day
aspect. A decision maker system would be required to perform these repetitive procedures in a fast, effective and a scientific way. DSS might be helpful to cover the requirement of a decision maker. Therefore; the solution of VRPSPD could be used for DSS.
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